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N E U R O S C I E N C E

Seasonal changes in day length induce multisynaptic 
neurotransmitter switching to regulate hypothalamic 
network activity and behavior
Alessandra Porcu1,2,3*, Anna Nilsson1, Sathwik Booreddy1, Samuel A. Barnes1,  
David K. Welsh1,2,3, Davide Dulcis1,3*

Seasonal changes in day length (photoperiod) affect numerous physiological functions. The suprachiasmatic 
nucleus (SCN)–paraventricular nucleus (PVN) axis plays a key role in processing photoperiod-related information. 
Seasonal variations in SCN and PVN neurotransmitter expression have been observed in humans and animal 
models. However, the molecular mechanisms by which the SCN-PVN network responds to altered photoperiod is 
unknown. Here, we show in mice that neuromedin S (NMS) and vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP) neurons in 
the SCN display photoperiod-induced neurotransmitter plasticity. In vivo recording of calcium dynamics revealed 
that NMS neurons alter PVN network activity in response to winter-like photoperiod. Chronic manipulation of 
NMS neurons is sufficient to induce neurotransmitter switching in PVN neurons and affects locomotor activity. 
Our findings reveal previously unidentified molecular adaptations of the SCN-PVN network in response to seasonality 
and the role for NMS neurons in adjusting hypothalamic function to day length via a coordinated multisynaptic 
neurotransmitter switching affecting behavior.

INTRODUCTION
Light, circadian clocks, and behavior interact closely to produce a 
temporal order that is essential for the survival of most organisms. 
In humans, seasonal changes related to day length (photoperiod) 
have been documented in sleep, feeding, autonomic function, 
neurotransmission, and hormonal response, particularly at high 
latitude (1). Shortened day lengths in winter in northern countries 
are associated with seasonal affective disorder (SAD), a mood 
disorder characterized by depressive episodes and a remission of 
symptoms in the summer (2). Patients with SAD treated with bright 
light therapy at dawn often display a remission of depressive symp-
toms within days of treatment (3). Bright light therapy is also used 
to treat nonseasonal major depression, postpartum depression, and 
bipolar disorder (4–6) and improves quality of life in patients with 
Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases (7, 8). Despite the well-known 
impact of light on human health, the mechanisms by which the 
brain adapts to changes in light exposure are still incomplete. In 
mammals, intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs) 
are responsible for non–image-forming light detection (9, 10). A major 
ipRGC target is the hypothalamic suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), 
the circadian pacemaker that synchronizes its neuronal activity to 
the external light-dark cycle and communicates information about 
time of day to other brain regions, regulating daily rhythms and 
seasonal physiology (11). The responsiveness of the SCN to light 
and its ability to regulate mood and learning suggest the possibility 
of an SCN-mediated effect of photoperiod on mental health.

The SCN is a small nucleus composed of ~20,000 neurons (12, 13), 
nearly all of which express the neurotransmitter (NT) -aminobutyric 
acid (GABA) in combination with various neuropeptides. The 
retinohypothalamic tract (RHT) recipient core of the SCN is made 

up of light-responsive neurons that receive glutamatergic input 
from the ipRGCs (14). Most cells in this ventral core region express 
vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP) and/or gastrin-releasing 
peptide (GRP) (15, 16), whereas most cells in the dorsal shell, which 
receive input from fewer RHT fibers, express arginine vasopressin 
(AVP) (17). VIP and GABA are important for synchronizing SCN 
neurons to one another through local synaptic connections (17, 18). 
Neuromedin S (NMS) is a neuropeptide with SCN-restricted 
expression that plays an important role in SCN synchrony and 
circadian behaviors (19, 20). NMS is expressed in ~40% of all 
SCN neurons, including most, but not all, SCN AVP- and VIP- 
expressing neurons (20).

SCN neurons coordinate with one another to adapt to different 
photoperiods, leading to highly plastic changes at cellular and 
network levels (11). Traditional forms of neural plasticity and 
changes in clock gene expression contribute to such changes of SCN 
pacemaker organization (21, 22). The SCN explicitly encodes sea-
sonal changes in photoperiod by the relative phases of daily rhythms 
of electrical activity and clock gene expression of individual SCN neu-
rons (23, 24). Using postmortem human brain tissue, Hofman et al. 
(25, 26) found marked seasonal variation in the number of AVP- 
containing neurons in the SCN. Seasonal changes in light exposure 
have also been shown to alter the number of NT-expressing neurons 
in the paraventricular nucleus (PVN). Changes in AVP neurons in 
the SCN were found to parallel changes in the PVN in humans (25). 
Dulcis et al. showed that altered photoperiods can induce a form 
of NT plasticity via somatostatin-dopamine switching in the adult 
rat (27) and mouse (28) PVN, with concomitant changes in stress 
response. Summer and winter light exposures have also been asso-
ciated with changes in the total number of dopaminergic (DA) 
neurons in humans (29). Because changes in photoperiod have 
been shown to induce changes in NT gene expression in both the 
SCN and the PVN, which is not itself directly retinorecipient but 
receives dense projections from the SCN (30), we hypothesized 
that seasonal changes in light exposure that affect NT expression in 
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SCN neurons may contribute to the photoperiod- induced plasticity 
in the PVN, thereby regulating seasonal changes in physiology and 
behavior.

In this study, we show that mice exposed to short days exhibit a 
reduced number of VIP neurons in the SCN paralleled by an in-
creased number of NMS-expressing neurons. Consistent with NT 
switching, the coexpression ratio of these neuropeptides is also 
affected (31). Specifically, short days induce a neuronal pool (32) of 
preexisting NMS− neurons to undergo NT switching and acquire 
the NMS phenotype. In addition, we uncover the role of NMS neu-
rons in regulating hypothalamic function in response to day length. 
We find that SCN NMS neurons project to PVN dopamine neurons 
and regulate their activity in response to photoperiod. Chronic 
inhibition of NMS neurons during short photoperiod delays loco-
motor activity onset and decreases the number of dopamine neurons 
in the PVN. Selective chemogenetic activation of NMS neurons in 
the 12L:12D condition, but not VIP neurons, alters daily locomotor 
activity rhythm and is sufficient to increase the number of DA 
neurons in the PVN (31).

Our findings provide a previously unknown mechanism by which 
the SCN-PVN network adapts to seasonal changes in light exposure. 
Because NMS neurons are expressed exclusively in the SCN, our data 
identify promising targets for the development of new treatments 
for disorders associated with seasonal changes in light exposure.

RESULTS
Photoperiod induces reciprocal changes in numbers of VIP+ 
and NMS+ neurons in the SCN
Because mRNA levels of several SCN NTs, including VIP, NMS, 
AVP, GRP, and GABA, change in response to altered light-dark 
cycles (19, 33, 34), we investigated whether changes in photoperiod 
alter the number of neurons expressing these NTs. Adult glutamic 
acid decarboxylase 67 (GAD67)–green fluorescent protein (GFP) 
female and male mice (35) were exposed to either long (19L:5D, 
19-hour light and 5-hour dark) or short photoperiod (5L:19D) for 15 days 
and then sacrificed for immunohistochemical (IHC) analysis. As shown 
in Fig. 1 (A and B), the number of SCN VIP–immunoreactive neu-
rons (SCNVIP+) was greater in long versus short photoperiod (31). 
Anterior-posterior (A-P) axis quantification (distance posterior 
from bregma; Fig. 1C) and dorsal-ventral and medial-lateral analysis 
(fig. S1) revealed that this change was localized to specific subregions 
of the SCN. A reciprocal change was observed for NMS+ neurons, 
with a total number of NMS+ neurons in the SCN (SCNNMS+) 
reduced in long versus short photoperiod (Fig. 1, D and E). Further-
more, A-P axis quantification revealed that these opposite changes 
in VIP+ and NMS+ cell numbers occurred in the same SCN region 
(−0.34 mm, −0.46 mm; Fig. 1F). Consistent with NT plasticity (27), 
short days significantly increased (by 34%) the level of NMS+/VIP+ 
coexpression, particularly in the medial region of the nucleus (0.34 
to 0.58 mm), which includes the area where we observed changes 
in VIP+ and NMS+ cell numbers by single immunofluorescence 
(Fig. 1, G to I). We then tested the transcriptional regulation of NT 
switching of SCNVIP+ and SCNNMS+ neurons by quantitative RNA-
scope in situ hybridization (ISH). We found increased Nms mRNA 
in short photoperiod (fig. S2, A and B), increased Vip mRNA in 
long photoperiod (fig. S2, C and D), and increased Nms mRNA/Vip 
mRNA coexpression in short photoperiod (fig. S2, E and F). No 
differences were observed in the number of SCN AVP+ (fig. S3, A to C), 

GRP+ (fig. S3, D to F), or GABA+ (fig. S3, G to I) neurons across 
photoperiod, indicating that VIP/NMS switching in response to 
photoperiod is selective to specific cell clusters within the SCN net-
work and does not involve the addition of new SCN neurons.

Photoperiod-induced NT plasticity in the SCN does not 
require a functional circadian clock
To assess whether NT plasticity in the SCN requires circadian clock 
function, we exposed adult Bmal1 knockout (Bmal1-KO) mice, 
which lack circadian rhythms in behavior and SCN neuron clock 
gene expression (36), to either long or short photoperiod for 15 days. 
In Bmal1-KO mice, just as in GAD67-GFP mice, the number of 
SCNVIP+ neurons was greater in long versus short photoperiod (fig. 
S4, A and B), while the number of SCNNMS+ neurons was reduced in 
long versus short photoperiod (fig. S4, C and D) (31). The decrease 
in number of SCNNMS+ neurons was numerically similar to the 
increase in number of SCNVIP+ neurons.

Photoperiod induced NMS+/VIP+ switching within a pool 
of SCN neurons
To visualize the neurons undergoing NT switching in response to 
altered photoperiod exposure, we expressed the DO-DIO (37) vec-
tor into the SCN of NMS-Cre or VIP-Cre mice. When injected into 
the SCN of NMS-Cre mice, this vector enables us to label and 
distinguish NMS+ (GFP+) from non-NMS (TdTom+) neurons be-
fore they undergo NT switching (Fig. 2, A and B). Two weeks after 
adeno-associated virus (AAV)–DO-DIO injection, NMS-Cre mice 
were exposed to 2 weeks of either a control (12L:12D) or a short 
photoperiod and then sacrificed when NT switching is ongoing. 
SCN neurons were imaged for GFP/TdTom coexpression (yellow 
cells), which identifies the subset of TdTom neurons that have just 
turned on NMS expression (GFP) while TdTom has not yet been 
degraded. Because of its delayed turnover (38, 39), the TdTom 
reporter expressed in NMS-negative neurons acts as a historical 
marker that persists after NMS-driven GFP expression is turned on in 
response to photoperiod-induced NT plasticity, enabling detection 
of newly NMS-expressing neurons labeled in yellow (Fig. 2C) (31).

In mice exposed to short photoperiod, we observed a significant 
increase in GFP/TdTom coexpression (yellow cells; Fig. 2, C and D) 
compared to mice kept in 12L:12D conditions, indicating that the 
increase that we observed in the number of NMS+ neurons under 
these conditions (Fig. 1, D and E) is due to a de novo NMS expression 
in non-NMS neurons (31). A-P axis quantification of GFP/TdTom 
coexpression (Fig. 2E) revealed that this neuronal recruitment 
occurred within the same medial region of the SCN where reciprocal 
changes in numbers of NMS+ and VIP+ neurons (Fig. 1, C, F, and I) 
take place. These data demonstrate that short photoperiod induced 
recruitment of preexisting NMS– neurons in the SCN to undergo 
NT switching and acquire the NMS phenotype. Similarly, when 
VIP-Cre mice were injected with the DO-DIO vector and exposed 
to a long-day photoperiod for 2 weeks, GFP/TdTom coexpression 
significantly increased in the medial SCN (Fig. 2, F to H) compared 
to 12L:12D, indicating that a fraction of non-VIP TdTom–labeled 
neurons underwent NT switching and acquired the VIP phenotype.

Photoperiod alters SCNNMS+ neuron projections to  
dopamine neurons in the PVN
The DA cells in the PVN (PVNDA+) express NMS receptors (NMUR2) 
and receive circadian information through an excitatory projection 
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from SCNNMS+ cells (40). To confirm the synaptic connectivity 
between SCNNMS+ and PVNDA+ neurons, NMSxiCre-TdTom mice 
were injected with green fluorescent (488 nm) retrograde beads in 
the PVN (Fig. 3, A and B) and kept in 12L:12D control conditions 
for 2 weeks. Imaging of hypothalamic coronal sections revealed 
retrograde labeling of NMS-expressing neuron somata in the SCN 
[Fig.  3C (arrowheads, insets 1 to 3)] mainly in the medial SCN, 
identifying a subset of SCNNMS+ neurons projecting to the PVN 
(31). To show direct synaptic connection between SCNNMS+ and 

PVNDA+ neurons (27), we used a Cre-dependent anterograde AAV (41) 
to express the synaptic marker synaptophysin:enhanced GFP (EGFP) 
in the SCN of NMSiCre mice (Fig. 3D). This approach enabled us to 
distinguish putative synaptic release sites (synaptophysin:EGFP+) 
of SCNNMS+ neurons on PVNDA+ neurons (Fig. 3E). Combining the 
viral approach with tyrosine hydroxylase–positive (TH+) IHC, we 
identified synaptophysin:EGFP puncta in PVNDA+ cells (Fig. 3F, 
insets), demonstrating the anatomical connectivity that would be 
required for a functional regulatory role of SCNNMS+ neurons on 
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Fig. 1. Photoperiod induces opposite effects on numbers of SCN VIP– and NMS-expressing neurons. Neurons of the SCN identified by IHC markers were quantified 
as total number/SCN or as average/section across the A-P axis (six sections per mouse). Representative confocal micrographs of SCN from mice exposed to the long 
(19L:5D) or short (5L:19D) photoperiod, showing neurons identified by IHC as VIP+ (A), NMS+ (D), or NMS+/VIP+ coexpression (G). Dashed area represents the boundaries 
of the middle region of the SCN. The inset shows higher magnification of the NMS+/VIP+ coexpression (pink cells) from the same section as in (G). Quantification of VIP+ 
(B), NMS+ (E), and NMS+/VIP+ coexpressing neurons (H) in the SCN following exposure to long (yellow bars) or short (blue bars) photoperiod. Data are shown as means ± 
SEM. Student’s t test: *P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01. Number of VIP+ (C), NMS+ (F), and NMS+/VIP+ coexpressing (I) neurons quantified per 30-m coronal section collected along 
the A-P axis at specific distances (in mm) posterior from bregma. Data are shown as means ± SEM; for (C), F1,49 = 1.546, P = 0.21196 by two-way analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) with Šídák’s multiple comparison posttest: *P < 0.05; for (F), F1,57 = 39.52, P < 0.0001 by two-way ANOVA with Šídák’s multiple comparison posttest: *P < 0.05 and 
**P < 0.01; for (I), F1,48 = 30.07, P < 0.0001 by two-way ANOVA with Šídák’s multiple comparison posttest: *P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01. Scale bars, 25 m. Each circle (data point) 
represents one mouse.
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Fig. 2. NMS and VIP plasticity in the SCN occurs by de novo expression. (A) Genetic strategy to achieve Cre-On GFP expression and Cre-Off TdTom expression in the 
SCN before photoperiod exposure. The DO-DIO vector encodes two open reading frames inserted between two sets of different lox sites (37). The DIO vector encodes 
the GFP gene cloned in the inverted orientation, which becomes correctly oriented in the presence of Cre (Cre-On). The DO vector encodes the TdTomato gene cloned in 
the correct orientation, which becomes inverted in the presence of Cre (Cre-Off). When injected in Cre mice, the Cre-positive cells are labeled with GFP and Cre-negative 
cells are labeled with TdTom markers. (B) Representative confocal micrographs showing SCN sections of an NMS-iCre mouse injected with DO-DIO vector reveal clear GFP 
(Cre-On)/TdTom (Cre-Off) signal separation within the SCN in mice kept in control conditions (12L:12D). The insets show higher magnification of the SCN from the same 
sections as in (B). Representative confocal micrographs showing the effects of photoperiod exposure on GFP/TdTom coexpression in DO-DIO–injected NMS-iCre mice 
(C) or VIP-Cre mice (F). The insets show higher magnification of SCN regions from the same sections in (C) for NMS and in (F) for VIP. Bar graphs showing quantification of 
GFP/TdTom coexpression in the SCN following exposure to 12L:12D (gray bars) or 5L:19D (blue bars) in NMS-iCre mice (D) or 19:5 (yellow bars) in VIP-Cre mice (G). Student’s 
t test: ***P < 0.001. Quantification of GFP/TdTom coexpressing neurons along the A-P axis at specific distances (in mm) posterior to bregma. NMS-Cre mice (E): F1,45 = 93.71, 
P < 0.0001 by two-way ANOVA with Šídák’s multiple comparison posttest (**P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001). VIP-Cre mice (H): F1,52 = 50.93, P < 0.0001 by two-way ANOVA with 
Šídák’s multiple comparison posttest (**P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001). Scale bars, 50 m. Data are shown as means ± SEM. Each circle represents one mouse.
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Fig. 3. SCNNMS+ neurons project to PVNDA neurons and increase in number following short photoperiod. (A) Schematic cartoon showing the site of RetroBead488 
injection in the PVN and retrograde labeling of SCN somata. (B) Representative confocal micrograph of a coronal hypothalamic section through the PVN and SCN showing 
RetroBead fluorescence in NMS-iCre-tdTomato mice. (C) Higher magnification of the SCN from the same section as in (B). Arrows indicate NMS+ (tdTomato+) and RetroBead488- 
containing somata shown at higher magnification in insets 1 to 3. Scale bars, 75 m (B) and 25 m (C). (D) Schematic cartoon showing the site of AAV–DIO–synaptophysin–
EGFP injection in NMS-iCre mice. (E) Representative coronal section showing expression of cytosolic synaptophysin:EGFP in SCN and PVN neurons. Scale bar, 50 m. 
(F) Higher magnification showing synaptic contacts containing NMS (green) onto TH+ neurons (blue cells) in the PVN shown at higher magnification in insets 1 and 2. 3V, 
third ventricle. Scale bar, 20 m. Schematic cartoon (G) and representative confocal micrographs (H) showing NMS-TdTomato+ appositions onto TH+ cell body in the PVN 
after photoperiod exposure. Scale bar, 20 m. (I) Quantitative data showing the numbers of NMS appositions (TdTom+) per TH cell in the PVN following exposure to long 
(yellow bar) or short (blue bar) photoperiod. Student’s t test: ***P < 0.001. Data are shown as means ± SEM. Each circle represents one mouse.
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PVNDA+ activity in response to photoperiod. Synaptic contacts 
were also observed from SCNVIP+ neurons on dopamine cells in the 
PVN using the same viral approach (fig. S5, A and B).

We next sought to test whether photoperiod alters SCNNMS+ 
neuron projections on PVNDA+. NMSxiCre-TdTom mice (Fig. 3G) 
were exposed to 2 weeks of either long or short photoperiod and 
then sacrificed for IHC to label TH+ and NMS projections in the 
PVN. Semiquantitative analysis showed that short photoperiod 
exposure increased the number of SCNNMS+ synaptic appositions on 
PVNDA+ cells when compared to long photoperiod (Fig. 3, H and I).

SCNNMS+ and PVNDA+ neurons exhibit similar daily activity 
rhythms in short photoperiod
The anatomical connectivity of SCNNMS+ and PVNDA+ neurons (Fig. 3) 
suggests that SCNNMS+ neurons may play a role in regulating 
PVNDA+ neuronal activity in response to changes in day length. We 
next compared the daily temporal profiles of SCNNMS+ and PVNDA+ 
neuronal activity across photoperiods. Mice were exposed for 
2 weeks to either short or long photoperiod and then sacrificed at 
four different Zeitgeber times (ZT; in reference to the daily light 
cycle). Brains were then assessed for c-Fos expression as proxy for 
neuronal activity using ISH-RNAscope. In the SCN, the highest 

daily Nms+/c-fos+ mRNA coexpression occurred between ZT10 
and ZT18  in short photoperiod but at ZT24  in long photoperiod 
(Fig. 4, A and B). In the PVN, the highest daily Th+/c-fos+ mRNA coex-
pression occurred at ZT10 in short photoperiod (Fig. 4, C and D), 
which is in phase with the daily rhythm of Nms+/c-fos+ expression 
in the SCN. In long photoperiod, however, the daily rhythms of 
SCN Nms+/c-fos+ mRNA and PVN Th+/c-fos+ mRNA were out of 
phase (Fig. 4, A and C). These data indicate a temporal correlation 
in the daily activity patterns of SCNNMS+ and PVNDA+ neurons 
in short photoperiod that would be consistent with regulation of 
PVNDA+ neuron activity displayed by SCNNMS+ neurons.

Acute activation of SCNNMS+ neurons modulates PVN 
neuronal activity after short photoperiod
To assess how newly NMS-expressing neurons regulate PVN func-
tion, we used in vivo fiber photometry to record both spontaneous 
and NMS neuron–induced PVN calcium (Ca2+) activity in freely 
moving mice. NMS-Cre mice were crossed with Cre-dependent 
Gq-designer receptors exclusively activated by designer drugs 
(GqDREADDs) mice (42) to selectively express the excitatory 
Gq- DREADDs in NMS neurons (fig. S6). NMSxGqDREADDs+ mice 
were then injected with a pan-neuronal AAV-GCaMP6f in the 
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Fig. 4. Daily c-Fos expression in SCNNMS+ and PVNTH+ neurons after photoperiod exposure. (A) Daily mRNA levels of c-Fos/Nms coexpression at ZT0, ZT4, ZT10, 
ZT18, and ZT24 (same as 0) in the SCN of mice exposed to either short (blue circles) or long (yellow circles) photoperiod. Horizontal bars show light phase in white and 
dark phase in black for short and long photoperiods. (B) Representative confocal micrographs showing Nms (blue) or c-Fos (red) mRNA expression detected by RNAscope 
ISH in the SCN after long photoperiod (left) or short photoperiod (right). c-Fos/Nms coexpression shows up in purple. Scale bar, 100 m. (C) Daily mRNA levels of c-Fos/Th 
coexpression at ZT0, ZT4, ZT10, ZT18, and ZT24 (same as 0) in the SCN of mice exposed to either short (blue circles) or long (yellow circles) photoperiod. Horizontal bars 
show light phase in white and dark phase in black for short and long photoperiods. (D) Representative confocal micrographs showing Th (green) or c-Fos (red) mRNA 
expression detected by RNAscope in the SCN after long photoperiod (left) or short photoperiod (right). c-Fos/Th coexpression is shown in yellow. Scale bar, 100 m. 
(n = 3 to 4 mice in each experimental group for each time point).
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PVN. Two weeks after viral infusion and fiber implant, mice were 
exposed to either long or short photoperiod for 15 days (Fig. 5, A and B). 
Mice then received saline intraperitoneal injections for three con-
secutive days (days 1 to 3), 5 min after the start of the 30-min 
recording session (Fig. 5C). On day 4, mice received intraperitoneal 
clozapine (CLZ; 0.1 mg/kg) and Ca2+ signal was measured for 30 min 
to measure PVN neuronal activity in response to GqDREADD- 
induced NMS activation. Mice exposed to short photoperiod received 
intraperitoneal injections at ZT4, while mice exposed to long photo-
period received intraperitoneal injections at ZT10, which correspond 
to the time of the day with the lowest SCNNMS+ activity, respectively, 
as shown in Fig. 4A. We found no differences in PVN Ca2+ signal in 
mice exposed to long versus short photoperiod, either at baseline or 
after 20 min of saline injection (fig. S7, A and B). However, CLZ- 
mediated activation of SCNNMS+ neurons reduced the overall PVN 
Ca2+ signal in mice exposed to short photoperiod (Fig. 5, D and E) 
but not in mice exposed to long photoperiod.

Because GCaMP6f expression was pan-neuronal, we next deter-
mined how acute SCNNMS+ neuron activation influenced the PVNDA+ 
activity. To this aim, mice were sacrificed 45 min after CLZ injection, 
and brains were processed for IHC to measure TH/c-FOS coexpression 
in the PVN. As shown in Fig. 5 (F and G), NMSxGqDREADDs+ 
mice exposed to short photoperiod, which display higher number of 
SCNNMS+ neurons, showed increased TH/c-FOS coexpression in the 
PVN compared to NMSxGqDREADDs− control mice. No difference 
was observed between NMSxGqDREADDs+ and NMSxGqDREADDs− 
control mice in the long photoperiod. No significant difference was 
observed in the total number of c-FOS+ cells in the PVN across 
photoperiods (fig. S7C), indicating that the selective increased acti-
vation of PVNDA+ neuron is paralleled by increased inhibition of 
non-DA neurons. Because corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH) 
neurons in the PVN (PVNCRH+) express the dopamine 2 receptor, 
we tested whether the increased PVNDA+ neuron c-Fos expression 
is correlated with changes in PVNCRH+ c-Fos activation. As shown 
in Fig. 5 (H and I), activation of SCNNMS+ neurons after short photo-
period exposure induced a decrease of Crh/c-Fos coexpression in 
the PVN compared to long photoperiod exposure, indicating that 
acute activation of SCNNMS+ neurons results in activation of PVNDA+ 
neurons and parallel inhibition of PVNCRH+ cells.

Chronic inhibition of SCNNMS+ neurons during short 
photoperiod exposure delays locomotor activity onset 
and decreases the number of PVNDA+ neurons
Previous studies revealed that the circadian pattern of locomotor 
activity is regulated via an SCN-PVN pathway (43) and the role of 
SCNNMS+ neurons in regulating in vivo circadian rhythms through 
intercellular synaptic transmission (20). We hypothesized that 
photoperiod-increased NMS neurons projecting to the PVN affect 
circadian timing of behavior during short photoperiod. To test this, 
NMS-Cre mice were injected in the SCN with a Cre-dependent 
GiDREADDs viral vector (Fig. 6A and fig. S8A). Two weeks after 
viral infusion, mice were exposed to 2 weeks of short photoperiod to 
induce NMS switching. On day 16, chronic inhibition of SCNNMS+ 
was achieved by daily intraperitoneal CLZ (0.01 mg/kg) injections 
for 15 consecutive days during short photoperiod. Because NMS 
mRNA expression is high at ZT10 in 5L:19D conditions (Fig. 4A), 
CLZ injections were performed at ZT10 (Fig. 6B), aiming to inhibit 
NMS neurons and decrease PVNDA+ neuronal activity during the 
short photoperiod. As controls, we used NMS-Cre mice expressing 

GiDREADDs and receiving chronic saline injections, as well as 
NMS-Cre mice expressing GFP control virus and receiving chronic 
CLZ injections. Relative to control mice, NMS-Cre mice expressing 
GiDREADDs in the SCN and receiving chronic CLZ injections 
showed a significant delay in the time of wheel-running activity onset 
(Fig. 6, B and C). No changes were observed in the total amount of 
locomotor activity, circadian period, or amplitude (fig. S8, C to E).

Given the temporal correlation in the daily activity patterns of 
SCNNMS+ and PVNDA+ neurons in short photoperiod, mice were 
then sacrificed for c-FOS and TH quantification in the PVN 45 min 
after receiving the CLZ injection at ZT10. As expected, NMS-Cre 
mice expressing GiDREADDs showed a significant decrease in 
TH/c-FOS coexpression compared to control mice (fig. S8B). We 
found a significant decrease of TH+ cell number in the PVN of 
NMS-Cre mice expressing GiDREADDs and receiving CLZ for 
2 weeks during short photoperiod exposure compared to control 
mice (Fig. 6, D and E).

Activation of SCNNMS+ neurons alters the daily rhythm 
of locomotor activity in 12L:12D
To test whether chronic activation of SCNNMS+ neurons affects 
circadian timing of locomotor activity in the 12L:12D condition, 
NMS-Cre mice were injected in the SCN with a Cre-dependent 
GqDREADDs viral vector (Fig. 7A and fig. S9A) and 2 weeks after 
viral infusion received intraperitoneal CLZ (0.01 mg/kg) injections 
for 15 consecutive days in 12L:12D. NMS mRNA expression is high 
at ZT11 (light phase) and low at ZT17 (dark phase) in 12L:12D 
conditions (19); therefore, CLZ injections were performed at ZT17 
(Fig. 7B), aiming to activate NMS neurons and increase NMS re-
lease in the SCN-PVN circuit during the dark phase (31). NMS-Cre 
mice expressing GqDREADDs and receiving chronic saline injections 
and NMS-Cre mice expressing GFP control virus and receiving 
chronic CLZ injections were used as control. We found that NMS-Cre 
mice expressing GqDREADDs in the SCN and receiving chronic 
CLZ injections showed a significant delay in the time of wheel- 
running activity onset (31) and decreased amplitude of the daily 
locomotor activity rhythm (Fig. 7, C and D). No changes were ob-
served in the total amount of locomotor activity or circadian period 
(fig. S9, B and C). Because ~20% of NMS neurons express VIP in 
12L:12D (20), we tested whether SCNVIP+ activation contributed to the 
behavioral effects observed when activating or inhibiting SCNNMS+ 
neurons. VIP-Cre mice were injected with AAV-GqDREADDs and 
received CLZ or saline for 2 weeks (Fig. 7E and fig. S9D). No significant 
differences were observed between experimental groups in timing of 
locomotor activity (Fig.  7F), daily rhythm amplitude (Fig.  7G), 
total locomotor activity, or circadian period (fig. S9, E and F). These 
data show that chronic nighttime activation of SCNNMS+ neurons 
but not SCNVIP+ neurons affects daily locomotor activity in 12L:12D.

Chronic activation of SCNNMS+ neurons is sufficient 
to increase the number of PVNDA+ neurons
Given the SCNNMS+/PVNDA+ neuron synaptic connectivity and the 
effects of SCNNMS+ neuron inhibition on the number of PVNDA+ cells 
during short photoperiod exposure, we hypothesized that chronic 
activation of SCNNMS+ neurons in 12L:12D would induce the kind of 
photoperiod-dependent DA plasticity observed in the PVN (27, 28). 
To test this, NMS-Cre mice expressing either GqDREADDs or GFP 
control virus in the SCN received daily CLZ or saline injections at 
ZT17 for 2 weeks and were then sacrificed for IHC analysis (31). 
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Fig. 5. SCNNMS+ neurons inhibit overall PVN network activity while activating PVNTH+ neurons. (A) Schematic for simultaneous SCNNMS+ neuron activation by 
chemogenetic manipulation and PVN neuron calcium recording by fiber photometry. (B) Representative confocal image showing GCaMP6f (green) expression in the PVN 
and optic fiber location. Scale bar, 75 m. (C) Cartoon and timeline of the experimental design. (D) Violin plot showing quantification of Ca2+ signal expressed as area 
under the curve (AUC) in 1-min bins for the 5 min before CLZ injection and the 20 to 25 min after CLZ injection of the recording session. Two-way ANOVA followed by 
Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test: row factor F1,62 = 13.60, **P < 0.01 (n = 3 for each experimental group). (E) Representative GCaMP6f signal traces (F/F, z score) 
5 min before intraperitoneal CLZ injection (green lines) and 20 min after CLZ injection (orange lines) in mouse after exposure to short photoperiod. The inset shows 
GCaMP6f signal traces with a 5-s scale from second 45 to 60. (F) Bar graph showing TH/c-FOS coexpression in the PVN after 45 min of CLZ injection. Two-way ANOVA with 
Šídák’s multiple comparison posttest: ***P < 0.001. (G) Representative confocal image showing c-FOS (green) and TH (red) expression in the PVN after long (left) or short 
(right) photoperiod. TH/c-FOS coexpression is shown in yellow. Scale bar, 50 m. (H) Bar graph showing Crh/c-Fos coexpression in the PVN after 45 min of CLZ injection. 
Two-way ANOVA with Šídák’s multiple comparison posttest: **P < 0.01. Data are shown as means ± SEM. Each circle represents one mouse. (I) Representative confocal 
image showing c-Fos mRNA (green) and Crh mRNA (red) expression in the PVN after 45 min of CLZ injection. Crh/c-Fos coexpression is shown in yellow. Scale bar, 50 m. 
ns, not significant.
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NMS-Cre mice expressing GqDREADDs and receiving CLZ injec-
tions showed a significant increase in the number of PVNDA+ neu-
rons (Fig. 8, A and B) (31) but no changes in numbers of SCNNMS+ 
(Fig. 8, C and D) (31) or SCNVIP+ neurons (Fig. 8, E and F). In VIP-
Cre mice expressing either GqDREADDs or GFP control virus in 
the SCN, no changes were observed in the numbers of PVNDA+ cells 
(Fig. 9, A and B) or SCNVIP+ cells (Fig. 9, E and F). However, chronic 
GqDREADD-mediated activation of SCNVIP+ neurons in the dark phase 
significantly decreased the number of SCNNMS+ neurons (Fig. 9, C and D) 
(31). Thus, chronic chemogenetic activation of SCNNMS+ neurons 
mimics the effects induced by short photoperiod exposure in increas-
ing the number of PVNDA+ neurons, whereas activation of SCNVIP+ 

neurons mimics long photoperiod exposure in reducing the number 
of SCNNMS+ neurons.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we found that changes in photoperiod exposure in-
duce a form of neuroplasticity in the SCN of adult mice, referred to 
as NT switching (32), characterized by an NT phenotype switch 
between NMS+ and VIP+ neurons (31). This NT plasticity in re-
sponse to photoperiod was preserved in Bmal1-KO mice lacking a 
functional circadian pacemaker in the SCN. Furthermore, newly 
NMS- or VIP-expressing neurons were recruited from NMS– or 
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Fig. 6. Chronic inhibition of SCNNMS+ neurons during short photoperiod delays locomotor activity onset and decreases the number of PVNDA+ cells. (A) Virally 
encoded, Cre-inducible GiDREADD receptor mCherry fusion proteins were injected into the SCN of NMS-iCre mice. Cartoon showing how locomotor activity was monitored 
using cages equipped with a running wheel. Two weeks after viral infusion, mice were exposed to 15 days of short photoperiod to induce NT switching and then received 
CLZ (0.01 mg/kg) or vehicle (saline) injections for two additional weeks at ZT10 (green arrows). (B) Representative actograms of NMS-iCre GiDREADD-injected mice 
housed in 5L:19D. The dark phase of the photoperiod is indicated with light blue shading; the light phase is in white background. Each line depicts the activity of one 
mouse in a given day. The syringes indicate the time of the daily CLZ injection in GiDREADD-infected mice. The asterisks indicate the first day of CLZ injection. (C) Graphs 
show quantification of the delay of activity onset in GiDREADD- or control virus–infected NMS-iCre mice relative to the onset times before injection. Data are shown as 
means ± SEM; one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison posttest: *P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01. (D) Representative confocal micrographs showing the effects of 
GiDREADD-mediated NMS neuron activation on TH expression in the SCN of NMS-iCre mice injected with either GiDREADD- or GFP-AAV and treated with CLZ (0.01 mg/kg) 
or saline. Quantification of TH+ (E) neurons for the same conditions shown in (B). Data are shown as means ± SEM; one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison 
posttest, **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001. SAL, saline. Each circle represents one mouse. Scale bars, 50 m.
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2 weeks at ZT17 (green arrows). (B) Representative actograms of NMS-iCre GqDREADD-injected mice housed in 12L:12D. The dark phase of the photoperiod is indicated 
with light blue shading; the light phase is in white background. Each line depicts the activity of one mouse in a given day. The syringes indicate the time of the daily CLZ 
injection in GqDREADD-infected mice. The asterisks indicate the first day of CLZ injection. (C) Graphs show quantification of the delay of activity onset in GqDREADD- or 
control virus–infected NMS-iCre mice relative to the onset times before injection. Data are shown as means ± SEM; one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison 
posttest: *P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01. (D) Graph showing the change in the amplitude of daily locomotor activity rhythms in GqDREADD- or control virus–infected NMS-iCre 
mice. Data are shown as means ± SEM; one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison posttest: *P < 0.05 and ***P < 0.001. Each circle represents one mouse. 
(E) Representative actograms of VIP-Cre GqDREADD-injected mice housed in 12L:12D. Graph shows quantification of the delay of activity onset (F) and amplitude (G) in 
GqDREADD- or control virus–infected VIP-Cre mice. Data are shown as means ± SEM. Each circle represents one mouse.
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VIP– pools, respectively, that underwent NT switching and ac-
quired the new transmitter phenotype in response to photoperiod. 
Using anterograde labeling and chemogenetic manipulation, we 
showed that an increased number of SCNNMS+ neurons project to 
the dopamine neurons in the PVN and modulate TH and CRH 
neuron activity in response to short photoperiod. Selective chemo-
genetic manipulation of SCNNMS+ neurons during short photoperiod 
or 12L:12D condition affects wheel-running behavior and was 
sufficient to change the number of PVNDA+ neurons. On the other 
hand, activation of SCNVIP+ neurons decreased the number of 
SCNNMS+ neurons without affecting locomotor activity rhythms or 

the number of PVNDA+ neurons. Our findings identify a multi-
synaptic mechanism by which the SCN-PVN network adapts to 
altered photoperiod, involving regulation of PVN function via NT 
plasticity and daily timing of locomotor activity by SCNNMS+ neurons.

Previous work has shown that NT switching occurs between 
somatostatin- and DA-expressing neurons in the adult rat (27) and 
mouse (28) PVN in response to short and long photoperiods. We 
found here a parallel mechanism of NT switching that occurs be-
tween NMS- and VIP-expressing neurons in the SCN. VIP neurons 
in the ventral SCN receive dense glutamatergic synaptic input 
from the RHT (44), thereby playing a key role in receiving light 
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Fig. 8. Chronic activation of SCNNMS+ neurons induces DA plasticity in the PVN. Representative confocal micrographs showing the effects of GqDREADD-mediated 
NMS neuron activation on TH expression (A) in the PVN, NMS (C) in the SCN, and VIP (E) in the SCN of NMS-iCre mice injected with either GqDREADD- or GFP-AAV and 
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information from the retina and relaying it to the dorsal part of the 
SCN. Consistent with our results, previous studies in Siberian hamster 
found a decrease in VIP expression throughout the circadian cycle 
in animals exposed to short photoperiod compared to those in long 
photoperiod (45). In vivo and in vitro application of VIP mimics 
light-induced responses of the SCN (46, 47), and VIP-deficient 
mice do not adapt to a change in photoperiod (22). These data 
suggest that the reorganization of the SCN circuit to adapt to long 
photoperiod requires VIP-mediated intercellular coupling (23). 
Evans et al. (23) found that VIP signaling plays a key role in network 
synchronization in both steady-state and reorganized states during 

long-day exposure, acting as a cue transmitted from the SCN core to 
the SCN shell. Here, we show that photoperiods change the number 
of VIP+ and NMS+ neurons in the core and shell and that VIP and 
NMS expression is influenced by photoperiods at the transcriptional 
level, consistent with previous studies showing changes in mRNA 
levels induced by altered light-dark cycles (23, 39).

An important clue to how light might regulate VIP expression in 
the SCN was offered by our chemogenetic activation of SCNVIP+ 
neurons during early night, which resulted in a significant decrease of 
SCNNMS+ neurons. This suggests that artificial activation of SCNVIP+ 
neurons in the absence of photoperiod exposure recapitulated the 
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Fig. 9. Chronic activation of SCNVIP+ neurons induces a decrease in the number of SCNNMS+ neurons. Representative confocal micrographs showing the effects of 
GqDREADD-mediated VIP neuron activation on the expression of TH (A) in the PVN, NMS (C), and VIP (E) in the SCN of VIP-Cre mice injected with either GqDREADD- 
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Data are shown as means ± SEM; one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison posttest, *P < 0.05. Each circle represents one mouse. Scale bars, 25 m (A) and 
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light-induced changes in SCNNMS+ neurons observed in mice ex-
posed to long days (27, 48).

Recently, Ono et al. (43) has described a previously unknown 
potential neuronal pathway in which SCN neurons negatively regu-
late activity in CRH neurons of the PVN, thereby stimulating orexin 
neurons to promote wakefulness. Another recent study found that 
SCNVIP+ neurons entrain the PVN and corticosterone rhythms 
through a daily inhibitory signal (49), indicating the important con-
tribution that NMS/VIP switching could exert in regulating physiolo-
gy and behaviors in response to changes in photoperiod.

Reciprocal changes in the numbers of VIP+ and NMS+ neurons 
and changing levels of VIP/NMS coexpression across photoperiods 
in the medial SCN provided the spatial resolution of NT switching 
within a discrete pool of SCN neurons. This NT plasticity takes 
place within the predominantly GABAergic SCN neurons without 
affecting the total number of GABA, AVP, or GRP cells, indicating that 
NT switching occurs via recruitment of resident neurons to a fate 
they would not normally have taken on. Using a novel viral approach 
[Cre-Switch (37)], we uncovered the cell identity of SCN switching 
neurons and their recruitment with temporal resolution, confirming 
our reserve pool hypothesis (32). Because GFP/TdTom coexpression in 
the SCN significantly increased in DO-DIO–injected NMS-Cre mice 
exposed to short days compared to mice kept in 12L:12D, NT switch-
ing must occur by recruitment of NMS– (TdTom)–expressing 
neurons newly acquiring the NMS phenotype. Similarly, GFP/TdTom 
coexpression significantly increased in the medial SCN in VIP-Cre 
mice injected with the DO-DIO virus and exposed to long photo-
period, indicating that a fraction of VIP– TdTom-labeled neu-
rons underwent NT switching and acquired the VIP phenotype. 
These findings indicate that newly expressing NMS+ neurons in 
response to short photoperiod could arise, in part, from VIP+ cells 
(as shown by the ~50% increase in VIP/NMS coexpression in 
Fig. 1G) and, in part, from other cell types within the same region. 
Our data suggest that the SCN mediates seasonal change in light 
exposure through a cellular and network spatiotemporal reorgani-
zation involving NT switching.

The transcription factor BMAL1 is a principal and essential driver 
of the molecular circadian clock in mammals (50). Thus, the discovery 
that reciprocal photoperiod-dependent changes in numbers of VIP+ 
and NMS+ neurons in the SCN were retained in Bmal1-deficient 
mice establishes that photoperiod-induced NT plasticity in the SCN 
is independent from circadian clock function. Previous studies found 
that the absence of Bmal1 in AVP+ neurons abolished the expres-
sion of AVP mRNA but not VIP mRNA (51). NMS (19) and VIP 
(52) mRNA fluctuated within the SCN under light/dark cycling but 
not under constant darkness, indicating that NMS and VIP expres-
sion are influenced by light conditions. In addition, no CACGTG 
E-box element is found in the promoter region of the NMS and VIP 
genes (53), suggesting that their expression is not under the control 
of clock gene families. This is consistent with our results showing 
that NT switching persists in Bmal1-KO mice after photoperiod 
exposure.

Given that light stimulates the release of two RHT transmitters, 
pituitary adenylate cyclase-activating polypeptide and glutamate (54), 
which activate Ca2+signaling and cyclic adenosine monophosphate 
response element–binding protein (CREB) expression in the SCN (55), 
the NMS+/VIP+ interchange observed in this study might represent 
part of a complex transcriptional response of the SCN to altered 
photoperiod. CREB regulates the expression of the circadian clock 

proteins PERIOD 1 and 2 and the neuropeptide VIP (56) such that 
expression of these genes is activity dependent (57). Thus, light could 
orchestrate transcriptional events to drive NT plasticity in the SCN 
by altering the Ca2+ and CREB transcriptional pathways. SCN neu-
rons send major output signals to the PVN region via diffusible fac-
tors (including neuropeptides) (58) and neuronal projections (59). 
The PVN is a heterogenous nucleus expressing various NTs, including 
DA and somatostatin, and synthesizing various hormones, such as 
CRH, which regulates wakefulness (43), glucocorticoid release (49), 
and stress response (60). Our RetroBead tracing and synaptophysin 
data confirm that SCNNMS+ neurons project to the PVN and make 
synaptic contact onto PVNDA+ neurons. Moreover, we found that short 
photoperiod exposure increased the number of NMS+ appositions on 
TH+ neurons in the PVN. Previous studies revealed that NMS is ex-
pressed nowhere else in the brain and that its release at specific PVN 
target synapses regulates the activity of DA neurons expressing NMS 
receptors (NMUR2) (40). NMUR2, a Gq-coupled receptor, is activated 
by NMS, which triggers intracellular Ca2+ release. Periventricular 
dopamine neuron output is coupled to the circadian pacemaker 
through the recruitment of an NMS-containing excitatory projection 
from the SCN to the PVN (40). The implications are that SCNNMS+ 
neurons have the right connectivity to dynamically regulate PVNDA+ 
physiology in response to seasonal changes in photoperiod via 
NMUR2 activation. By measuring c-Fos coexpression as proxy for 
neuronal activity, we found that SCNNMS+ and PVNDA+ neurons 
exhibit synchronous daily activity rhythms when mice are exposed 
to short photoperiod, suggesting that PVNDA+ activity is synchro-
nized to winter-like photoperiod through a seasonally expanded 
NMS+ excitatory drive from the SCN to the PVN.

Following short photoperiod exposure and in response to acute 
activation of SCNNMS+ neurons, fiber photometry recordings showed 
an overall reduction of calcium dynamics in the PVN network and 
a selective increase in c-Fos expression in PVNDA+ neurons. The 
overall decrease in network activity may derive from the effects of 
combined GABA/NMS release from SCNNMS+ neurons onto a variety 
of different target neurons expressing receptor subtypes (i.e., GABAA 
receptor) in the PVN, as well as from the inhibitory interplay be-
tween PVNDA+ and PVNCRH+ neurons (27). Altered Ca2+ responses 
previously reported in PVNDA+ following NMS application (40) 
and our finding of increased PVNDA+ activation induced by chemo-
genetic activation of SCNNMS+ neurons in short photoperiod sug-
gest that photoperiod-induced NT plasticity in the SCN might 
be paralleled by changes in Ca2+ signaling displayed by their target 
PVN neurons.

We showed that chronic inhibition of SCNNMS+ neurons not 
only reduced the PVNDA+ activation at ZT10 but also counteracted 
and abolished the increased number of TH+ cells in the PVN in 
response to short photoperiod. In 12L:12D condition, prolonged 
chemogenetic activation of SCNNMS+ neurons is sufficient to induce 
the kind of activity-dependent DA plasticity observed in the PVN in 
response to short photoperiod (27, 28). Because Ca2+ spike activity 
has been shown to mediate DA plasticity in the PVN (27, 32) and 
NMUR2 activation by NMS to increase intracellular Ca2+ signaling 
in the PVN (40), our results suggest that photoperiod-induced 
NMS/VIP switching in the SCN might regulate DA switching in the 
PVN (27,  28) by “reprogramming” endogenous PVN neuronal 
activity and initiating a specific calcium activity pattern required for 
NT switching (32, 61). The readiness of neurons to display NT 
plasticity in response to environmental stimuli depends on their 
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distinct Ca2+-mediated signaling and transcription factor signatures 
(62–65). The increased number of PVNDA+ neurons induced by 
sustained chemogenetic activation of SCNNMS+ neurons in the dark 
phase and the decreased TH+ cell number after chronic NMS inhi-
bition during short photoperiod reveal how chronic manipulation 
of neuronal activity in the NMS pathway is sufficient to regulate 
DA plasticity in the PVN, even without altering the number of 
SCNNMS+ neurons.

Our findings begin to suggest the broad outlines of an activity- 
dependent mechanism through which NMS− cells are recruited to 
acquire an NMS phenotype that, in turn, affects DA plasticity in the 
PVN. In summary, chronic changes in SCN network activity in-
duced by long or short days translate into a multisynaptic molecular 
adaptation via NT switching between NMS and VIP neurons, which, 
in turn, reorganizes the SCN-PVN circuit (Fig. 10).

In a previous study, intracerebroventricular injection (ICV) of 
NMS induced a strong increase in c-Fos expression in the PVN with 
a concomitant change in locomotor activity (19). Previous studies 
also found that NMS neurons regulate SCN network function and 
in vivo circadian rhythms through synaptic transmission, suggest-
ing that NMS might represent a key mediator of the effects of sea-
sonal changes in day length on circadian behavior (20). The effects 
of NMS ICV on gross locomotor activity, feeding behavior, and 
stress/anxiety are lost in NMUR2 KO mice (66), suggesting that 
SCNNMS+ neurons exert their effects through PVN connectivity and 
NMUR2 activation. We showed that chemogenetic manipulation of 
SCNNMS+ neurons in mice produced significant delays of wheel- 
running activity onset and decreased amplitude of the locomotor 
activity rhythm. This selective manipulation of SCNNMS+ neurons 
mimicked the phase delay of wheel-running activity induced by a 
light pulse in the early night of nocturnal rodents (67). We also 
found that activating SCNNMS+ in 12L:12D induced a delay of wheel 
running activity of ~60 min, while inhibiting SCNNMS+ in 5L:19D 
induced a delay of ~100 min, suggesting that the short photoperiod– 
increased NMS numbers had a stronger effect on daily locomotor 
activity.

An important attribute of the SCN is its seasonal encoding system: 
a “memory” for photoperiod (22, 68). Here, we propose that NT 
switching likely contributes to that mechanism, affecting anatomical 
and functional reorganization within the SCN network and in its 
target regions, particularly the PVN.

The long and short photoperiods used in this study are comparable 
to those to which humans are naturally subjected to during summer 
and winter months at northern latitudes. Therefore, the molecular 
adaptations revealed in the SCN-PVN network provide a previously 
unknown mechanism for seasonal changes in physiology that might 
prove useful for the development of novel targets and therapeutic ap-
proaches for treating seasonal and nonseasonal depression and other 
cognitive impairments induced by altered light-dark cycles (69–72).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Mice
Mice were on a C57BL/6J genetic background, except for GAD67-
GFP mice that were on CD1 background. The Gad1-tm1.1Tama 
(GAD67-GFP knock-in) mouse line was provided by Y. Yanagawa 
(Gunma University Graduate School of Medicine, Japan). Mice were 
heterozygous for insertion of the gene encoding GFP under the 
control of the GAD67 gene promoter. They were used to label the 
inhibitory GABAergic neurons in the SCN by enhancing the GFP 
signal with an anti-GFP antibody. A number of transgenic mice 
were used in this study: C57BL/6-Tg(cre)20Ywa/J (NMS-iCre) (20), 
B6J.Cg-Viptm1(cre)Zjh/AreckJ [VIP-Cre; provided by P. Mellon, Re-
productive Science, University of California, San Diego (UCSD)] (73), 
Rosa26-LSL-tdTomato (TdTomato) (74), Rosa26hM3Dq-DREADD 
(GqDREADDs) mice (42), and the Bmal1-KO mice (75). Mice 
were bred and reared in an on-site animal facility at UCSD, where 
environmental conditions were controlled. Light intensity was 
approximately 300 lux at the top of cage, and the ambient temperature 
was 23° ± 2°C. The time referred as “lights on” is defined as ZT0. 
We minimized the number of animals used in each experiment 
(sample size based on power analysis) and the animals’ pain and 
distress. Mouse studies were conducted in accordance with regula-
tions of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at UCSD 

Fig. 10. Visual abstract summarizing photoperiod-induced NT switching in 
the SCN-PVN network. In adult mice, short photoperiod increases the number 
of neurons expressing NMS in the SCN, whereas long photoperiod increases the 
number of neurons expressing VIP. Coexpression of NMS and VIP increases in SCN 
neurons of mice exposed to short days, consistent with NT switching. The increase 
in number of PVN DA neurons (DA) previously observed in mice exposed to short 
days (28, 29) can also be achieved by artificial activation of NMS neurons in the SCN 
in the absence of photoperiod exposure. We propose a mechanism in which light 
input to the SCN regulates the number and activity of dopamine cells in the PVN 
through an activity-dependent mechanism of NT switching that involves the re-
cruitment of newly expressing NMS neurons from a VIP-expressing reserve pool. 
These findings reveal a previously unidentified form of multisynaptic NT plasticity 
across different hypothalamic nuclei (PVN and SCN) induced by seasonal changes 
in photoperiod that mediate concomitant enhancement of DA and NMS transmission 
and decreased CRH activation affecting behavior. Changes in CRH release and soma-
tostatin expression after photoperiod exposure were observed by Dulcis et al. (27). 
NMS/VIP coexpression is indicated by a red circle inside a blue circle. SST, somatostatin; 
D2R, dopamine type 2 receptor; NMUR2, NMS receptor.
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(IACUC protocol number S16184). Experiments involved male and 
female adult mice (9 to 16 weeks old) maintained either in 12:12 
light/dark cycles (12-hour light and 12-hour dark) in long (19L:5D) 
or short (5L:19D) photoperiod with food and water available ad 
libitum. Mice were preferentially housed four per cage except for 
locomotor activity recording, in special light-tight ventilated cham-
bers located in the Biomedical Sciences Building vivarium (UCSD). 
Each chamber was individually ventilated, with measured airflow of 
55 air changes per hour, greatly exceeding the 10 to 15 minimum 
specified in the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

Measurement of locomotor activity
Mice were singly housed in running wheel–equipped cages, and 
locomotor activity was monitored for 6 weeks under various lighting 
conditions. Total wheel-running activity, daily rhythm amplitude, 
and rhythm period in response to CLZ or saline injection were 
analyzed using ClockLab software (Actimetrics, USA). Wheel revo-
lutions were continuously recorded and stored in 10-min bins. The 
first 3 to 5 days of wheel-running activity were excluded from analysis. 
The same days were analyzed for each animal. The analysis of the 
delay (in minutes) of wheel running activity onset was performed 
for each animal by measuring the difference between times of activity 
onset before and after CLZ injections. The first 10 onsets before 
CLZ injection and after the first seven injections were averaged to 
quantify the shift. Daily locomotor activity rhythm period and 
amplitude (spectral power in the circadian range 20 to 30 hours) 
were determined by 2 periodogram (76) and fast Fourier transform, 
respectively. The total activity was calculated as the average number 
of wheel revolutions per 24 hours over 4 weeks. Total activity and 
amplitude values were measured for each animal 10 days before 
CLZ injection and the first 7 days of CLZ injections. The analysis of 
total activity and amplitude measured the difference of total activity 
and amplitude before and after CLZ injections. The amplitude 
values have been divided by a factor of 1000.

Immunohistochemistry
Two weeks after photoperiod exposure, all mice received intraven-
tricular colchicine injection (1 g/l) 48 hours before perfusion. By 
blocking peptide transport, colchicine treatment maximizes neuro-
peptide accumulation in the cell body and reduces confounds due 
to circadian variation in neuropeptide expression (20, 77, 78). 
Colchicine-injected mice were then sacrificed at the beginning of the 
dark phase. Mice were deeply anesthetized with xylazine/ketamine. 
When no tail/toe pinch response was observed, mice were transcardially 
perfused with 1% phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution first, 
followed by 4% paraformaldehyde solution in PBS for tissue fixa-
tion. The brain was then removed from the skull and cryoprotected 
in a 30% sucrose solution until use. Frozen brains were sectioned 
(30 m) with a standard Leica microtome (SM2010R). From each 
brain, six to seven coronal sections encompassing the SCN and/or 
the PVN were processed for IHC analysis. Immunofluorescent 
labeling was performed in free-floating slices that were first blocked 
for 1 hour in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB) containing 3% normal 
horse serum (NHS) and then permeabilized in 0.2% Triton X-100. 
Slices were then incubated with antibodies: mouse anti-TH, rabbit 
anti-VIP, rabbit anti-NMS, chicken anti-GFP, goat anti–c-FOS, 
rabbit anti-GRP, and guinea pig anti-AVP in 1% PBS, 3% NHS, and 
0.2% Triton X-100 for 24 or 48 hours at 4°C on constant shaking. 
Additional details on dilution and incubation time can be found in 

table S1. After three washes in PBS, slices were incubated for 1 hour 
at room temperature with fluorescent-tagged secondary antibodies, 
which were all used at 1:1000 dilution. Antibodies information can be 
found in the Supplementary Materials. Slices were washed, mounted 
in gelatin on glass slides, and cover-slipped with Cytoseal mounting 
medium (Thermo Scientific). Images were taken with a Leica DMi8 
confocal microscope and LASX software. Neuronal quantification 
in the SCN and PVN was performed blind with Fiji ImageJ software. 
Semiquantitative histological scoring methodology was used to 
quantify SCNNMS+ appositions onto TH+ cells in the PVN. A score 
of 0 means no staining or less than 1 dot for every neuron, whereas 
a score of 5 means greater than 15 dots per neuron or >10% dots in 
clusters. Quantification data were plotted either as the average or as 
the total number of positive neurons per nucleus per animal.

Stereotaxic surgery for virus injection and cannula implants
Mice were anesthetized with 5% isoflurane and placed in a stereotactic 
apparatus (David Kopf Instruments, Model 900HD Motorized Small 
Animal Stereotaxic). Brain injections were performed in mice under 
continuous flow of 2% isoflurane. To deliver the AAVs (600 nl per side), 
such as AAVDJ-EF1a-DO_DIO-tdTom_EGFP-WPRE-pA,AAVDJ.
hSyn.DIO.EGFP, AAV5.hSyn.hM3D(Gq).mCherry into the SCN, 
we injected bilaterally at AP, −0.46 mm; ML, ±0.19 mm; and 
DV, −5.75 mm. To allow time for diffusion of the virus, the injec-
tion needle remained immobile for 10 min before removal. Site 
of injection and efficiency of virus expression were determined by 
confocal imaging of the reporter immunofluorescence as shown in 
Figs. 2 (B, C, and F) and 3E and figs. S8A and S9A.

For fiber photometry experiments, 500 nl of AAV9.Syn.GCaMP6f.
WPRE.SV40 were injected unilaterally into the PVN (AP, −0.75 mm; 
ML, −0.17 nm; and DV, −4.75 mm) of NMSxGqDREADDs adult 
mice. A ferrule-capped optical fiber [MFC 400/430-0.66, 6-mm 
length, 400-m core, numerical aperture (NA) 0.48, MF 1.25 Doric 
Lenses] was implanted 0.2 mm above the injection site and secured 
to the skull with black dental cement (Contemporary Ortho-Jet 
Liquid, REF 1504 and methyl methacrylate powder, Co-oral-ite 
Dental 219550) and bone microscrews (00.90 × 0.063 M-SS-BS). 
After surgery, mice were injected with carprofen (5 mg/kg every 
24 hours) for analgesia. Fiber location was assessed postmortem 
with confocal imaging, as shown in Fig. 5B.

Retrograde and anterograde tracing
For retrograde monosynaptic tracing, surgery was performed as 
described for viral injections. A volume of 200 nl of fluorescent 
(488 nm) RetroBeads (Lumafluor Inc.) was unilaterally injected in 
the PVN (AP, −0.75 mm; ML, −17.5 mm; and DV, −4.75 mm) of 
NMSxtdTomato mice (31). To allow adequate time for RetroBead 
transport from PVN terminals to somata of SCN NMS neurons, 
mice were sacrificed 2 to 3 weeks after the injection.

For anterograde tracing, AAV5-DIO-synaptophysin:EGFP (pro-
vided by B. Lim, Neurobiology, UCSD) was unilaterally injected 
in the SCN (AP, −0.46 mm; ML, −0.19 mm; and DV, −5.75 mm) of 
NMSiCre mice. Four weeks after virus injection and recovery, mice 
were perfused, and brains were processed for immunohistochemistry 
as previously described.

RNAscope
Two weeks after exposure to either a short or a long photoperiod, 
mice were sacrificed at four different ZTs (in reference to the daily 
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light cycle): ZT0, ZT4, ZT10, and ZT18. For fig. S2, mice were 
sacrificed at the beginning of the dark phase where VIP mRNA 
reaches peak expression in short and long photoperiod (25). After 
fixation, frozen brains were sectioned (30 m) with a standard Leica 
microtome (SM2010R). For each mouse, two to three slices en-
compassing the SCN and/or PVN were processed for ISH RNAscope 
[Advanced Cell Diagnostics (ACD)] following the manufacturer’s 
instructions for detection of c-Fos, Nms, Th, Vip, and Crh mRNA.  
Images were taken with a Leica DMi8 confocal microscope and 
LASX software. Neuronal quantification in the SCN and PVN of the 
hypothalamus was performed blind with Fiji ImageJ software. The 
quantification data were plotted as the average number of positive 
neurons per nucleus per animal.

In vivo manipulation of SCN neurons
For acute activation of SCNNMS+ neurons, NMSiCre mice were 
crossed with Rosa26hM3Dq-DREADD mice to selectively express 
GqDREADDs in NMS neurons. Adults NMSxGqDREADDs+ and 
NMSxGqDREADDs− mice were exposed for 2 weeks to either a 
long or a short photoperiod. Saline intraperitoneal injections were 
performed for three consecutive days at ZT4 for mice exposed to 
short photoperiod and ZT10 for mice exposed to long photoperiod. 
Mice were then intraperitoneally injected with CLZ (0.1 mg/kg) or 
saline at ZT4 or ZT10 and perfused after 45 to 60 min.

For chronic manipulation of SCNNMS+ neurons, NMSiCre 
mice were injected with either AAV5.hSyn.hM3D(Gq).mCherry, 
AAV5.hSyn.hM4D(Gi).mCherry, or AAVDJ.hSyn.DIO.EGFP and 
then allowed to recover for 2 weeks. Mice were singly housed in 
running wheel–equipped cages in 12L:12D or 5L:19D cycle. Following 
3-week recovery after viral injection, mice received daily intraperi-
toneal injections of either CLZ (0.01 mg/kg) or saline at ZT17 or 
ZT10 for 15 consecutive days. Mice were then sacrificed at ZT12.

For chronic activation of SCNVIP+ neurons, VIP-Cre mice were 
injected with either AAV5.hSyn.hM3D(Gq).mCherry or AAVDJ.
hSyn.DIO.EGFP and then allowed to recover for 2 weeks. Mice 
were singly housed in running wheel–equipped cages in 12L:12D 
cycle. Three weeks after viral injection, mice received daily intraperi-
toneal injections of either CLZ (0.01 mg/kg) or saline at ZT17 for 
15 consecutive days. Mice were then sacrificed at ZT12.

In vivo fiber photometry and data analysis
Two weeks after viral injection of AAV9.Syn.GCaMP6f.WPRE.
SV40, NMSxGqDREADDs expressing GCaMP6f in the PVN were 
exposed to either long or short photoperiods for 2 weeks. Before 
CLZ injection, mice were habituated to intraperitoneal saline injec-
tion for three consecutive days at ZT10 for mice exposed to long 
photoperiod and ZT4 for mice exposed to short photoperiod. On 
day 4, mice received CLZ (0.1 mg/kg, intraperitoneally) at the same 
ZT. Calcium dynamics were recorded for 10 min before baseline 
recordings to allow the signal to stabilize before recording begins 
and minimize bleaching during experiments. GCaMP6f fluorescence 
was recorded 5 min before the injection (baseline) and 30 min after 
the injection.

GCaMP6f (i.e., calcium-dependent) and isosbestic (i.e., calcium- 
independent) excitation light was provided by 465- and 405-nm light- 
emitting diodes, respectively (Tucker-Davis Technologies, Alachua, 
FL). Excitation light was delivered to the animal via optic fibers 
(core diameter, 400 m; 0.66 NA), a fluorescence mini-cube, and 
a 1 × 1 commutator (Doric Lenses). Emission light was collected 

through the same optic fiber, detected, and amplified by an RZ10X 
processor (Tucker-Davis Technologies, Alachua, FL). The frequency 
of stimulation (465 nm, 210 Hz; 405 nm, 330 Hz) and the real-time 
processing of emission signals were controlled by RZ10X and 
Synapse software (Tucker-Davis Technologies). Analysis of fiber 
photometry fluorescence signal was performed by customized 
Python scripts adapted from the work of Martianova et al. (79). 
Raw data from the 465 and the 405 channels were extracted and 
low-pass–filtered at 6 Hz. To correct for signal decay resulting from 
photobleaching, baseline fluorescence for each channel was identi-
fied using an adaptive iteratively reweighted penalized least squares 
algorithm and then subtracted from each channel. Each signal was 
standardized by subtracting the median response and dividing by 
the SD. To correct for motion artifacts or non–Ca2+-dependent 
responses, we used non-negative robust linear regression to fit the 
standardized 405-nm signal to the standardized 465-nm signal. The 
normalized F/F was calculated by subtracting the fitted 405-nm 
signal from the standardized 465-nm signal. The area under the 
curve for desired time points was calculated using the trapezoid 
function from the NumPy Python library (80).

Statistics
Statistical analysis was carried out with GraphPad Prism (GraphPad 
Software, La Jolla, CA, USA). For fiber photometry and viral infu-
sion experiments, mice were included in the study if they show 
successful implant location and virus expression. Mice were excluded 
if the animal died prematurely, preventing the collection of behavioral 
and histological data. The statistical tests performed for each experi-
ment are indicated in the figure legends. Investigators who partici-
pated in end point analyses were blinded to the light protocol and 
viral injection assignments. Data were checked for normal distribu-
tion and homogeneous variance. For normally distributed data, a 
parametric test was used [one-way or two-way analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) or Student’s t test]. ANOVA F test power analysis were 
carried out using G*Power software to substantiate the numbers of 
animals required for each experiment.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at https://science.org/doi/10.1126/
sciadv.abn9867

View/request a protocol for this paper from Bio-protocol.
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